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CAVE
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SDK
VR
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3D User Interaction or 3D User Interface
Augmented Reality
CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment
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Inter-Pupillary Distance
Reality-based User Interface System
Software Development Kit
Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) is a field of technology that is gaining a lot of momentum among Internet media and technology enthusiasts. The outburst of
motion controllers, high-resolution stereo displays and high processing power
hardware has made VR, a previously expensive, mostly academic, endeavor,
into a widely publicized special interest that is becoming more commonplace
every day. The cost of a setup that qualifies as a VR environment has gone
down drastically, and the creation of 3D applications has become easier as
game engines, modeling tools and middleware have evolved. Designing and
implementing VR applications and games has therefore become a current
idea for many hobbyists.
In the implementation of a virtual reality application, the developer often
runs into tasks that are common among many different VR projects and
quite far removed from the application logic. Such tasks include interfacing
with different input methods, sensor fusion and managing multiple displays,
among others. It makes sense to package all these tasks into a library that
developers can use. This allows them to focus on the application itself.
We developed Reality-based User Interface System (RUIS) at the Aalto
University Department of Media Technology to fill this gap. RUIS is a toolkit
for the Unity3D game engine that tries to solve the aforementioned common
challenges faced in the development of virtual reality applications. Although
the creation of VR software contains a plethora of other problems, we decided
to focus on display and input issues. This thesis will therefore not touch upon
haptics or audio, to list some exclusions.
Virtual reality setups vary a lot, with multi-projector systems like the
CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment [8, 9] and Upponurkka [18] contrasted
by small desktop setups combining the Oculus Rift [34] and a Razer Hydra
[24]. RUIS tries to combine all the common elements from these into an
easily configurable Unity3D package that hobbyists can use to develop their
8
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own ideas into reality on their home computers.
This thesis is divided into two parts: design and implementation. The
design part covers the background (chapter 2), or why RUIS was created in
the first place, along with the requirements and design decisions that went
into the construction of the toolkit (chapter 3). The implementation part on
the other hand is further divided into two chapters, display and input management, in chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The former covers topics related
to different display configurations and getting them to work. Common problems for display management include stereoscopy, off-center projections and
keystone correction, among others. The latter, input management, examines
the intricacies of interfacing different types of input devices, and combining
them into an easily manageable whole. The chapter also presents some of the
building blocks we give to developers for creating their own 3D user interface
(3DUI) applications.
Lastly, the thesis evaluates the results of this process in chapter 6. RUIS
was used on an Aalto University virtual reality course in the years 2011-2014.
The evaluation discusses the results of a questionnaire filled out by students
of the course. Takala [31] also analyzes the results, giving us some directions
for further development. We also put the toolkit to the test ourselves, by
creating our own demo, TurboTuscany.

Chapter 2

Background
This chapter discusses the history of virtual reality and how it has come to
the stage where a toolkit like RUIS makes it feasible for hobbyists to get
involved. The chapter also goes through some of the applications of virtual
reality and tries to answer the question of why it is such an exciting subject.

2.1

What is Virtual Reality?

Virtual reality is hard to define as a concept, since there are very few factors
that are common to all virtual reality applications. Sherman and Craig [27]
define virtual reality as a medium composed of four key elements: virtual
world, immersion, sensory feedback and interactivity. All of these four are
necessary for an application to be considered virtual reality.
The first, virtual world, is the actual imaginary content that the user is
experiencing. Virtual worlds can be worlds imagined by authors of books or
even virtual representations of underlying hardware, such as virtual memory.
As such, a virtual world is not enough to make up a whole virtual reality
system, as the world will have to be manifested through a medium.
The second, immersion, means that the user will be engulfed in the virtual
world. In its essence, you will be able to experience a world other than the
one you are living in. Immersion is a significant factor contributing to the
success of most modern media, such as movies and games. Virtual reality
systems, however, usually take this to a whole new level with screens that
surround the user or even head-mounted displays that block out everything
except the virtual world shown on the screen. Sherman and Craig categorize
immersion into two separate forms, mental and physical immersion. Mental
immersion is achieved by a feeling of engagement and involvement, while
physical immersion is more about being stimulated via many senses. While
10
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most other forms of entertainment can be very mentally immersive, physical
immersion is where virtual reality shines.
As the third key factor, Sherman and Craig give sensory feedback, which
is closely related to the physical immersion aspect. Sensory feedback is given
to the user based on for example their position inside the world, what they
are touching, what noises are made, and so forth. Usually this is the first
of the key factors that actually requires computer hardware to control the
feedback, as most events are required to be fired in the blink of an eye. To
achieve proper sensory feedback, VR systems quite often track for instance
the position and rotation of the user’s head, in order to provide matching
visuals and audio. Virtual reality research is also constantly trying to figure
out ways of appealing to other senses than just vision and hearing - as an
example, haptic feedback (the sense of touch, feeling the virtual objects physically) is an important area of research as computer created visuals approach
photorealism.
The last key factor, interactivity, means that the virtual environment
is affected by user actions. Interaction is usually implemented by having
positional and rotational tracking combined with some form of controller,
such as a wand, discussed more in section 2.5.2. Nowadays wands can often
be left out, as gesture detection systems are becoming sophisticated enough
to allow users to input actions with more natural interaction. Interactivity
is what sets virtual reality aside from regular amusement park theme rides,
the user is promoted from a passive spectator to the actor at the center of it
all.
Together, these four factors form virtual reality as defined by Sherman
and Craig. They collect the requirements into the following definition:
Virtual Reality a medium composed of interactive computer simulations
that sense the participant’s position and actions and replace or augment
the feedback to one or more senses, giving the feeling of being mentally
immersed or present in the simulation (a virtual world). [27]
This definition is only one way of trying to grasp what virtual reality
actually is. Another possible definition for virtual reality is introduced by
Burdea and Coiffet [6]. They apply special empasis on the sensory part of
virtual reality. Their definition is as follows:
Virtual Reality is a high-end user-computer interface that involves realtime simulation and interactions through multiple sensorial channels.
These sensorial modalities are visual, auditory, tactile, smell and taste.
[6]
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According to this definition, a virtual reality application requires multisensory feedback, while the earlier definition required only one. The difference is debatable, but most virtual reality applications do include more than
one sensorial channel. Burdea and Coiffet further break down virtual reality
into the three I’s of virtual reality: interaction, immersion and imagination.
The parallels to the four key factors of Sherman and Craig are obvious, and
in essence the definitions of both parties are similar, albeit with different
wordings.
The question, what is virtual reality, can also be investigated by answering
the question of what is not virtual reality. If one of Sherman and Craig’s
key factors is missing, what can the application be classified as, if not virtual
reality? Starting with the first key factor, virtual worlds, we get to the area of
augmented reality (AR). Augmented reality is very similar to virtual reality,
except that AR applications augment the real world instead of making up
its own. Oftentimes the line between AR and VR is drawn in sand, as
virtual objects can be embedded between real objects and vice versa. The
strict definition of virtual reality, however, requires the environment to be
completely virtual.
If a virtual reality application lacks immersion and multi-sensory feedback, it is most likely a game or some other form of interactive entertainment. While games can definitely have both immersion and multi-sensory
feedback, virtual reality applications require both, especially physical immersion. Many modern games try to include VR-like elements, such as gesture
detection and immersive displays, but most of the time virtual reality applications really focus on making the user believe he is actually there. Again,
this categorization is a bit vague, which reaffirms the difficulty of providing
an accurate definition that eliminates un-VR applications.
Finally, applications lacking interactivity are just passive forms of entertainment/media. For example the Star Tours ride of Disneyland [10] tries
to appeal to all senses and be very immersive, but in the end it is just passive entertainment, and therefore does not qualify as true VR. Of all the key
factors of Sherman and Craig, perhaps interactivity is in this way the most
clear cut: If the user cannot affect what is happening in the virtual world,
the application is not virtual reality.
Going through so much trouble to define what virtual reality is, is most
of the time quite an academic effort, as VR is many times something you
just feel. It is visceral, immersive and engaging and touches you in ways
regular media cannot. It is something that no demonstrational video can
truly convey. It is something you have to experience for yourself.
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Brief History of Virtual Reality

As virtual reality is such a computer-driven medium, the history of virtual
reality does not extend too far into the past. Virtual reality builds upon many
inventions, but VR got a real jumpstart in the 1960s, when academic research
started producing new hardware and computer science started gaining some
real traction. Some earlier inventions, such as Albert B. Pratt’s head-based
periscope in 1916 and Edward Link’s flight simulator in 1929, were precursors
to computer-based systems developed later on [27].
The first virtual reality setup was created in 1956 by Morton Heilig [27]
(patent issued in 1962 [6]). His Sensorama Simulator virtual reality video
arcade was groundbreaking at the time. This arcade featured something for
all senses and simulated a motorcycle ride through New York City, with its
sights, sounds, smells and even the feeling of the motorcycle vibrating. Heilig
also worked on the precursor to modern head-mounted displays (HMD), by
designing a simulation mask with multi-sensory functionality - a device for
which he was issued a patent in 1960.
HMD technology was pushed forward in the 1960s by Comeau and Bryan
[7], who designed a video camera viewing system that moved the vantage
point of the camera with the motions of the HMD user’s head. Moving your
head to see things from different angles is a natural way of interacting with
the world, so this improvement was to be expected. Only the improvements
in telecommunications and computer technology of the 60’s made it possible,
though. This work was followed in 1965, when Ivan Sutherland imagined
”the ultimate display” [29] - in a nutshell a virtual reality, although the term
was not used at the time, that would open up a whole new world for its
user. The rules of the world do not have to follow our physical rules, the
only limit is our imagination. Now, nearly 50 years later, his vision does not
seem too far off anymore. Later, in 1968, Sutherland [30] improved upon
Comeau’s and Bryan’s head-mounted display by introducing his stereoscopic
HMD that could be used to visualize either a molecule or a cubic room.
These applications are quite telling of the limits of display technology at the
time.
In parallel with Sutherland’s work, Batter and Brooks [2] started the
GROPE project, which focused on improving user experience and precision
by using haptic feedback. Brooks et al. [5] detail the project more, as it ended
up taking many decades. Their research came to the conclusion that haptics
markedly increase for example the sense of actually carrying virtual objects,
as users were able to feel the difference in their fingertips. They also hit one
of the major roadblocks in the use of haptic feedback: fatigue. Installations
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using haptics are often quite tiring. An interesting curiosity in their work
was, that they foresaw that entertainment was going to drive VR forwards
more than scientific visualization. Figure 2.1 shows their GROPE-III system
in action, with the user performing a molecular docking task.

Figure 2.1: The GROPE-III haptic system in use (used with permission of
the Association for Computing Machinery) [5]
Rendering technology also took a big leap forward during the 1970s, as
computers started becoming powerful enough to render virtual scenes in real
time. In 1981 Jim Clark, a Stanford professor, founded Silicon Graphics,
Inc. that provided graphics workstations to be used for VR installations [27].
During this time, interactive entertainment such as games started becoming
more and more popular, with movies like Tron quickly latching onto the new
phenomenon. From the 80s to the present day, entertainment has been one of
the major driving forces behind graphical processing power; especially once
special 3D graphics accelerators became popular in the end of the 90s.
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In the 90’s, technology got to the state where virtual reality started to
hit its stride. Some novel environments such as the CAVE in 1992 and [8, 9]
and Disney’s theme park rides in the mid-nineties [23], emerged and made
virtual reality known to a larger group of people. While the technology was
not mature enough for VR to take a step into the mainstream yet, it was
clear that once the hardware limitations get lifted, a whole new world will
open.
Today, we are witnessing this new world. Mobile phones took display
technologies further than ever before, while the motion controllers of the
new console generations made new interaction methods known to the public.
We live in very exciting times, and only time will tell what kind of crazy,
weird things we will witness within the next couple of years. The next section
introduces some applications that we have already seen.

2.3

Applications of Virtual Reality

Brooks [4] lists some examples of virtual reality technology being used. These
applications include vehicle simulations, systems giving the illusion of weightlessness, and everyday scenarios used for treatment of psychiatric illnesses.
Brooks remarks that vehicle simulations are a field of virtual reality that has
been developed quite much on its own, when compared to standard academic
research in VR, as the requirements of good simulations are very specialized.
This section will discuss some past applications of VR, and what the future
might hold.

2.3.1

Information Visualization

One of the earliest purposes of virtual reality was to visualize scientific information. For example the previously mentioned GROPE project [2] intended
to make molecular docking an easier task. Sutherland’s original HMD [30]
also used viewing a molecule in three dimensions as a demonstration.
One common visualization task that VR handles better than anything
is architectural visualization. There is no better way to get a sense of how
something that is yet to be built looks like, other than to be able to walk
around the building yourself. This also allows architects and their clients to
find faults and improvements in the design before spending money on the
actual construction.
The original purpose of the Aalto University Upponurkka environment
[18] was also information visualization in a sense. It was used as part of an
art installation in the Finnish museum Kiasma. The art was painted into
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three dimensions, and the viewers were able to watch the paintings, almost
as if inside them. The visualization of information was also the main goal
of the original CAVE installation, which Upponurkka is also based upon.
Cruz-Neira et al. [8, 9] mention for example weather visualization, planning
brain surgery, bio modeling and fractal exploration as some of the early applications. Upponurkka and the CAVE is described in more detail in section
2.4.2.

2.3.2

Entertainment

If there is one area of VR that has exploded recently, it is entertainment.
Especially with the introduction of the Oculus Rift, virtual reality has become
a trendy phenomenon. People can be taken on roller coaster rides, or trips
to space. They can watch skydiving from a first person view, or be shaken
to the core by witnessing an interactive horror story. VR and entertainment
have a more far-reaching history, though.
As mentioned in section 2.2, Heilig’s Sensorama [27] was a wonderful
demonstration of the power of virtual reality, almost sixty years ago, before
the whole concept of VR even existed. It allowed users to imagine they
were some place else, a feature common to many modern VR entertainment
applications.
In the 1990s Disney Imagineering developed some theme park attractions.
Pausch et al. [23] elaborate on this VR ride. The ride was based on Disney’s
movie Aladdin, and featured a flight on a magic carpet. The user could
control the carpet himself, via a special input device resembling a motorcycle.
Graphics were presented on a head-mounted display, which allowed the users
to look around freely. Pausch et al. found that many of the users did not
look around much, which according to the authors might be caused by the
users not being used to this type of entertainment. TV and movies are served
on a static screen, where turning the head does not matter. Pausch et al.
also mention that the experience was rated very highly by a vast majority,
and they emphasize that no difference was found between genders. Virtual
reality has often been thought of as an interest of only young males, but
perhaps the problem lies in branding and content.
The Oculus Rift started a boom in virtual reality, especially once its SDK
went public. This meant that anybody could create their own virtual reality
demos. Many game developer companies have also started to think about
VR, making their games VR enabled - or at least HMD-compatible, to be
precise. HMD support is also available for many already released games via
third-party drivers.
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Vehicle Simulation

Vehicle simulation has always been one of the forefronts of virtual reality application development, as the benefits are quite clear from the get-go. Users
can familiarize themselves with large vehicles and heavy machinery, without
having to take the monetary or personnel risks usually involved in operating
the vehicles’ real counterparts. These simulations are used in the military,
schools and even on regular home computers for entertainment purposes.
The needs for military tank simulations and Microsoft Flight Simulator are
of course quite different.
Brooks [4] mentions some applications of vehicle simulation, including
simulators for airplanes, ships, cars and boats. British Airways for example uses flight simulators to train its pilots to fly different aircraft. These
simulators consist of a physical model of the cockpit, all buttons and dials
included, with the environment outside the aircraft either projected or shown
on screens where the plane windows would be. The whole cockpit is mounted
on a hydraulic system, so the forces normally experienced when flying an airplane can also be experienced in the simulator. The steering yoke also gives
haptic feedback, just like the real thing. Although this type of thorough
simulation is very expensive, a flight simulator is still a lot cheaper than a
real aircraft. Figure 2.2 shows an example of what a flight simulator looks
like.
Brooks also details how Daimler-Chrysler (replaced by Daimler AG and
Chrysler today) used car simulation in car cockpit design. Their system uses
a HMD to show the car interiors, and designers can then use this information to make informed choices instead of having to guess. Daimler-Chrysler
windshield wiper engineers have for example reported that the simulator
solves many arguments by showing the designs in effect from different vantage points.

2.3.4

Psychiatric Treatment

Another usage for virtual reality is psychiatric treatment, especially in cognitivebehavioral psychotherapy and its exposure treatments. Patients are exposed
to situations that provoke fear and anxiety with the help of a therapist.
Normally this is done in real life, by for example taking the claustrophobic
patient to a tight space. Using the immersion and sense of presence created
by a good virtual reality setup, patients can experience these situations without actually being there in person. For example fear of flying can this way
be treated a lot more cost-effectively. Revisiting the battlefield is also not a
realistic possibility for war veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder.
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Figure 2.2: A NASA flight simulator in action
Krijn et al. [16] review some studies about the effectiveness of virtual
reality exposure treatment (VRET). The results are positive, although sample sizes in the studies are so low that quite few definite conclusions can
be made. For claustrophobia, fear of flying and fear of spiders the research
suggests that VRET is more effective than no treatment.
Emmelkamp et al. [12] study how VR works in the treatment of acrophobia (fear of heights). They compared VRET with in vivo exposure treatment,
the traditional method. The results of both VRET and in vivo exposure
treatment are similar, with patients showing improvement in both treatment
groups. Differences between the two groups were statistically insignificant.
The effects of both types of therapy were also similar in the 6 month follow-up
questionnaire.
Riva et al. [26] detail a controlled study on the effectiveness of VRET
in the treatment of eating disorders. Virtual reality was found to be more
effective than cognitive-behavioral psychonutritional groups, and especially
short-term the body image of patients improved.
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Most literature on the subject until now is based on case studies, not
controlled studies with a large number of participants, so the results are
still not clear. The evidence does lean onto the positive side at least for
some treatment methods, but it remains to be seen what the role of VR in
psychotherapy will be in the future. The democratization of VR will surely
help in bringing down the costs, resulting in more studies and more chances
for treatment.

2.4

Display Environments

As already mentioned earlier, the different parts of a virtual reality setup vary
a lot. Display environments are not an exception, as the amount of different
setups are too numerous to mention. In general, though, the environments
can be divided into two archetypes: multi-display projector systems and
head-mounted displays (HMD). While both systems have their own quirks,
one thing is in common: In order to present an immersive virtual world, both
projector systems and HMDs rely on responsive stereo graphics.

2.4.1

Stereoscopic Displays and Projectors

At the base of stereoscopy and three-dimensional vision is the principle that
both eyes should receive a different image. Our brain will then merge these
images into a three-dimensional perception of the space. The methods of
achieving this separation of images for the eyes differ, and this subsection
will touch upon some of the most common ways of creating the illusion of
three-dimensionality.
The most straightforward way of presenting separate images to each eye
is to have two separate images positioned so that each eye can see only one
of them. As the eyes want to focus on some common point, this method
requires lenses to correct the vision of the user. Head-mounted displays use
this method extensively, as lenses are convenient also in order to allow the
eye to relax when looking at a screen from up close. HMDs are discussed
more in section 2.4.3.
For larger screens and projectors this method is not very viable, though,
as we cannot control the position of the screen in relation to the eyes very
efficiently. The methods displays use to send different images to each eye can
be divided into two categories: active and passive 3D.
In active 3D displays, the image presented on the screen is alternated
frame-by-frame between the left and right eye images. The user wears glasses
that are synchronized to this alternating image stream. In essence, every
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other frame is blocked out by one eye, while the other eye sees it. The
synchronization is very important, as the system heavily depends on each
specific image being correct. Without the active glasses that block out the
appropriate frames, the screen looks blurry, as if two images were superimposed with small offsets. This is caused by the brain trying to merge the
alternating images into one.
In contrast to active 3D, we have also passive 3D. Passive stereoscopy
can be achieved either with special glasses, or not. The method that requires
glasses is based on the polarization of light - the light that is supposed to hit
each eye is polarized differently. In linear polarization, the polarization angles
of the light for both eyes are orthogonal to each other, while for circularly
polarized light, the handedness of the polarization changes. This allows the
glasses to filter out the light that does not belong to that eye. Glassless 3D is
achievable for example via parallax barriers, meaning that the display itself
blocks out the visuals for each eye with a barrier. Glassless 3D technologies
usually have very limited viewing angles because of this method. This is why
special viewing glasses are so common today.

2.4.2

CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment

The CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment, or CAVE for short, is one of
the most well known VR setups. Introduced by Cruz-Neira et al. [8, 9],
the original CAVE was an environment designed to be a tool for scientific
visualization. The prototype CAVE is a cube, each side three meters, comprised of stereo projection screens, engulfing the user in a continuous threedimensional image. Speakers are also mounted around the cube, to achieve
surround sound. The user’s head and hand are tracked for input. An example
of a CAVE can be seen in figure 2.3.
Head tracking allows software to adjust the images shown on the projection screens to match the intuitively expected images. In practice, this is
done by modifying the perspective projection based on the position of each
eye relative to the screen. Creating the off-center projection matrix for this
is described in more detail in section 4.2.
Since the CAVE is based on projectors, some common problems, most
notably projector keystoning and user shadows, arise. This can be seen even
in the very high-end CAVE in figure 2.3. User shadows can be minimized
by using rear-projection screens. Rear-projection screens require some extra
space around the cube, though. Projector keystoning can be corrected either
in the projectors themselves using optics or software, or at an earlier stage
in the rendering software. Our approach to keystone correction is discussed
in section 4.3.
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Figure 2.3: A user inside a CAVE (image courtesy of Dave Pape)
Aalto University has its own semi-CAVE environment called Upponurkka,
introduced by Lokki et al. [18], which features two projection screens arranged to fit a corner. For each of these screens, two projectors project
polarized images, which users can then see as stereo images using passive
3D glasses. Nowadays the setup also includes a Kinect camera along with
a PlayStation Eye connected to a PlayStation 3. Upponurkka is one of the
main environments RUIS is designed to accommodate. Figure 2.4 presents
Upponurkka in action.

2.4.3

Head-mounted Displays

Head-mounted displays (HMD) are apparatuses that the users wear on their
heads much like goggles. They provide each eye with a different image to
achieve stereoscopy and usually HMDs include some form of head tracking
in order to shift the view of the virtual world depending on the position and
rotation of the user’s head. The first HMDs were conceived in the 1960s by
some pioneers of both VR and display technologies. This history is detailed
more in section 2.2.
The main benefit of head-mounted displays is their contribution to the
immersion of the user. Virtual reality HMDs quite often cover up the whole
field of view of the user, blocking the user’s visual contact with the real
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Figure 2.4: The Aalto University Upponurkka setup (image courtesy of
Tuukka Takala)
world completely. This makes for very powerful immersion when combined
with head-tracked movements of the camera, as the user’s vision and proprioception match, making the user think he actually is in another world.
Compared to CAVE style environments, HMDs are quite different in this
sense, as the user cannot see his own body or the walls of the CAVE. Pausch
et al. [22] find that HMDs improve immersion compared to old methods of
interaction.
Lately, head-mounted displays have gained a lot of traction in the media
with Oculus VR and their first product, the Rift. The first development
version of the Rift had a resolution of 1280x800 and a low-latency rotation
tracker. Newer development kits have integrated higher pixel density displays
and positional tracking.
Head-mounted displays have tried to breach the gap between academic
research and consumer use before. The improvements in display technology
and tracking by cell phone manufacturers, however, made it possible to use
the same technologies in a new generation of head-mounted displays. The
Rift is only the first one of these lightweight, accurate, but still affordable
HMDs, as multiple large manufacturers have announced their own models.
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Figure 2.5: The Oculus Rift Development Kit 1 (image courtesy of Sebastian
Stabinger)

2.5

Motion Controls

A couple of years ago, motion controls were the big trend in console gaming.
All kinds of motion input was supposed to be the future of the whole console
industry, making game consoles accessible to even the elderly. While this has
not been completely true as of yet, the unintended side effect has been that
VR enthusiasts have a lot more to work with now, especially when taking
the lower cost of the devices into account. This section details two of the
biggest device types, depth sensing cameras and wand controllers.

2.5.1

Depth Sensing Cameras

Depth sensing cameras have become more mainstream in the past few years,
starting with the launch of Microsoft Kinect [19] in November 2010 [36]. With
the use of a depth sensing camera and a lot of algorithms, a 3D reconstruction
of the real world can be created. What Kinect does in particular, is to detect
humans and their motions: Kinect can be used to track a human skeleton
for use in motion enabled applications. Because Kinect was launched as an
accessory to the Xbox gaming console, the obvious use of the camera is to
enable the creation of a whole range of new games. The applicability of this
technology is far from limited to only entertainment purposes.
Originally in 2010, when the Kinect was first launched, the system was
proprietary. This changed quickly however, as hackers started reverse engineering the system in order to gain access to the technology. Within just a
couple of days, the greater public gained access to some of Kinect’s features
and started creating applications to showcase the functionality. [13]
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All the algorithms and sophistication result in the unfortunate side-effect
of lag. In order to track the skeleton of the user even somewhat reliably,
the software needs to buffer some previous results. This results in some
unavoidable delay between the user’s movements and what is seen on the
screen. In addition to this, noise canceling will usually have to be applied
to the skeleton data to smooth out the movements. This adds to the delay
even more.
Taking these factors into consideration, some other way of controlling
certain elements in the virtual world might be necessary. This is where
motion controllers, such as wands, come in.

2.5.2

Wand Controllers

Wand controllers are handheld input devices. These devices can be used
to point at virtual objects and manipulate them, which is why they are
called wand controllers. They usually include buttons at convenient locations
to make for example grabbing onto objects natural. Wands usually offer
either 3 or 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) tracking, meaning that either only
the orientation or the orientation and position of the controller are tracked,
respectively. 6 DOF controllers usually require a separate camera or other
type of sensor to track the position of the wand, whereas 3 DOF controllers
can work independently.
The first mainstream wand controller was the Nintendo Wii Remote [21],
offering 3 degrees of freedom. Wii Remotes use an accelerometer to track the
orientation of the controller. The use of only an accelerometer introduces
drift in the yaw direction, so the tracking system also includes an infrared
transmitter bar. This transmitter bar is seen by a camera at the tip of the
Wii Remote controller as two infrared dots. This information combined with
the rest of the orientation data of the controller can be combined to eliminate
yaw drift and get accurate rotational tracking. Conversely, when the infrared
transmitter bar is not seen by the controller, i.e. the controller is pointed
away from the screen, rotation tracking accuracy will deteriorate. The Wii
Remote was augmented later on with the Wii MotionPlus add-on, which
includes a gyroscope, improving the rotational tracking considerably.
Sony’s PlayStation Move [28] quickly followed the Wii Remote. The Move
controller features 6 DOF tracking, which makes it more usable in virtual
reality applications requiring precise positional data. The positional tracking
is achieved by having a separate camera track a glowing orb at the end of
the controller. This kind of optical tracking results in the system being
very vulnerable to occlusion issues. The user cannot for example hold the
controller behind his body without losing accuracy. The range of the camera
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is also quite small, so the user does not have that big of an area to move in.
The Move is very responsive and accurate, though, which is why we use it in
our Upponurkka installation, detailed in section 2.4.2.
The Razer Hydra is, like the PS Move, a 6 DOF controller. The Hydra,
however, uses magnetic tracking, which removes the occlusion problems of
the camera-based tracking in the Move. The system consists of two wired
controllers that are connected to a central unit. Magnetic tracking has a
shorter range, though, and since the controllers are wired this range is enforced very concretely. This makes the hydra best suited for use while sitting
at a desk. When testing RUIS we mounted the magnetic unit onto the users
torso in order to make the Hydra more mobile. This works quite well as long
as the mount is stable.

2.6

Similar Toolkits

RUIS was a system originally made for Processing, a Java-based data visualisation environment. The original RUIS supported multi-display stereoscopic CAVE systems with Kinect and WiiMote input. Processing was not
a very powerful environment for real-time 3D graphics, though, especially
in asset-heavy applications. Therefore, developing immersive virtual reality
applications with it was a bit of a chore, as much of the time spent on a
demo was used on getting assets loaded. This is one of the big reasons, why
RUIS was then further developed into a Unity version.
One toolkit that is quite close to the niche of RUIS is MiddleVR [20],
a C++-based virtual reality SDK, developed by a company of the same
name. MiddleVR claims to support most VR systems, including CAVEs and
HMDs, with an impressive list of supported input devices. The toolkit is also
integrated into Unity3D, although setting up the VR environment requires
a separate configuration application.
MiddleVR seems to be the only virtual reality middleware, in addition to
RUIS, that tries to be a full solution to VR issues. The Unity Asset Store
features many smaller plug-ins designed to tackle some smaller VR challenge,
such as rendering to multiple displays or recognizing gestures.
Google has also entered the VR market with their own SDK, called Google
Cardboard. It is targeted at developers wanting to make small HMD demo
applications that anybody can try on their phone. The SDK is designed to
work with a physical kit made out of cardboard and a pair of lenses. This kit
is assembled into an HMD holding your phone in front of your eyes. While
the SDK democratizes VR application development, it remains to be seen
whether these kinds of VR solutions become more mainstream than more
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robust, true hardware-based solutions.
Finally, the developer can just combine many of the big SDKs such as the
Oculus SDK and an input library into a tailored solution. While this does
include some extra work in the setup, many of the virtual reality software
development kits are becoming easier to use with every release. The hardware
companies involved have truly noticed that reach and virality are important
when launching new products.

Chapter 3

Design
RUIS was developed from the ground up to work seamlessly with Unity3D.
This chapter details the design considering not only the requirements, but
also the possibilities provided by Unity. RUIS also interfaces different hardware devices via separate SDKs and drivers; some of them already integrated
into Unity, others separate.

3.1

The Requirements of RUIS

Takala [31] states that the need to create RUIS for Processing originally
arose when the staff at the Department of Media Technology got frustrated
with the tools available to them at the time. This prompted them to start
the development of a new toolkit with a low barrier of entry. The original
requirements for RUIS were listed as follows:
1. Developing applications is possible without any knowledge about compilers or linkers
2. Development is possible with a normal PC or laptop
3. Motion trackers can be simulated with a mouse and a keyboard
4. Input devices are abstracted and high-level data is provided
5. 3D selection and manipulation utilities are provided
6. The toolkit is free
7. Applications can be tested without a slow build process
8. Applications can be easily exported to a different computer
27
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These requirements were already met with RUIS for Processing, but some
facets of the software could be improved, which is why RUIS for Unity was
born. Especially requirements 1, 4, and 8 are examples of things that are done
well in Processing, but a lot more smoothly in the Unity Editor. The starting
point of this thesis was the original version of RUIS for Processing. The
author of this thesis was responsible for transforming the features of RUIS
for Processing into the Unity3D game engine, along with taking advantage
of the new techniques Unity3D allowed. Chapter 6 evaluates, whether we
met these goals and how the toolkit has improved, when compared to RUIS
for Processing.

3.2

Unity3D

Unity3D (commonly referred to as simply Unity) [32] is a game development environment and an engine that has recently gained a lot of popularity
because of its power and ease of use. Unity3D simplifies common game
development and content creation tasks, therefore shortening development
time. Unity3D includes a vast number of features including a graphics and
audio engine, integration of the PhysX physics engine, networking functionality and profiling tools, making it a good all-round candidate especially for
game development. Other similar products include Unreal Development Kit,
Panda3D and Torque3D, while on the AAA game development front Unreal
Engine, CryEngine and idTech are some of the most famous ones.
Code architecture in Unity3D is very much based on building game objects from components that implement some relatively modular behaviors.
All objects in the scene, GameObjects in Unity3D’s terminology, include
some basic features such as a Transform, containing information about the
GameObject’s position, rotation and scale. Functionality can be added by
creating scripts that inherit the MonoBehaviour class and attaching these
scripts to the relevant GameObjects. These scripts override some of the base
class’ functions, such as Start, called when the object is created and Update,
called every frame.
Unity3D also features prefabs: prefabricated objects that can be drag
and dropped into a scene. This allows users to create pre-built common
game objects and easily share them between scenes. The use of prefabs is an
important part of using Unity3D efficiently, so it was a crucial point to take
into consideration in the development of RUIS.
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Folder Structure

In order to keep the RUIS package as organized as possible, we separate each
element into its own main directory. This allows us to keep from polluting
the root directory of the Unity project with too many folders. Separating
SDKs into their own folders also seems to be the de facto standard for Unity
projects. All of the main components of RUIS are packaged neatly under a
RUIS folder.
Unity also imposes some limitations on where files need to be stored in
order to guarantee proper load order. These limitations are detailed more
in Unity’s manual [33]. In our case, it mainly meant separating our editor
extensions from the engine side of RUIS.
Additionally, all prefabs and other assets had to be put into a separate
Resources folder inside the RUIS directory, to be able to reference them
directly from behavior scripts.

3.2.2

Prefabs

One of the most convenient features of Unity3D is the possibility to create
prefabs. Prefabs are prefabricated object templates that the developer can
use to quickly create copies of the object. Whenever the main prefab is
changed, all the objects created from it will also automatically change. This
means that for example changing a component on a object based on a prefab
will be a lot less time-consuming than having to go through multiple objects
and changing all the components manually. It also means that the updates
made to a prefab provided with an SDK will propagate into the software
made by a developer, assuming that they have used the correct prefabs to
create their versions of the object.
These are some of the reasons why it is important to use prefabs efficiently
in any project, let alone a widely distributable package. In the development
of RUIS, we aim to provide ready-made prefabs for all the components the
developer needs. They are configured to have working default parameters, so
the developer can drag and drop the necessary components in, and see the
application in action right away. We also combine all the mandatory parts of
RUIS into a single prefab; by dragging in this component the project becomes
instantly RUIS-enabled.

3.2.3

Custom Editors

To ease the configuration of custom MonoBehaviours, Unity3D provides the
option for programmers to create custom editors for each component. The
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default editor functionality can be extended quite a bit using these custom
editor scripts. In addition to making the editing of objects better, programmers can also insert hooks that do housekeeping and data management based
on user input. This way, some of the data can for example be visualized for
easier configurability. Also, compared to the default editor behavior given
by Unity3D, custom editors can be used to constrain values to certain limits.
The difference between having a custom editor and not having one is in some
cases quite drastic, as for example figure 3.1 demonstrates.

Figure 3.1: The difference of having a custom editor (left) versus not having
one (right). The RUISTracker component becomes very hard to configure
without a good editor.
RUIS features several components that require extensive configuration
before usage. Therefore, we deemed it important for the sake of usability to
create custom editors for these components. Especially our display configuration management system benefits greatly from all the behind-the-scenes
processing the custom editors do, such as setting up build defaults to the
correct values, managing display order, visualizing the physical location of
displays and calculating the needed resolutions. On the input management
side, the main positives are the filtering of customization options based on
input and providing the user with informative tooltips and descriptions for
each item, as the behaviors of components might not always be straightforward.
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External Libraries

Several external libraries and frameworks were used in the development of
RUIS, especially to interface with all the different input devices that are
supported.
RUIS uses OpenNI as its skeletal tracking library. OpenNI is an open
source framework used for developing applications featuring natural bodily
interaction. In the case of RUIS, OpenNI is used in tandem with the NiTE
middleware libraries. NiTE extracts the skeletal data and RUIS references
it through the OpenNI Unity Wrapper.
Note that PrimeSense was acquired by Apple in November 2013, and
it caused the OpenNI website to shut down, even though OpenNI is opensource. This results in difficulties finding the tools we used for the development of RUIS. This is why we package some of the SDK elements with
RUIS, in order to provide a lower barrier of entry. Some forks of OpenNI
have appeared since then, but at this stage it is safest to just provide the
supported components with the RUIS package.
To work with the Oculus Rift, Oculus VR [34] provides their own SDK
that integrates the C++-based drivers into Unity. The SDK is very well designed into a package that works straight out of the box with Unity, provided
that you have an Oculus device yourself.
The Oculus SDK includes a lot of prefabs that can be used to ease the
development of Oculus enabled applications. Extending these prefabs to
work with RUIS was an area we placed special attention to.
RUIS uses some additional libraries to interface with input systems. To
communicate with the Move.Me server we integrated PSMoveWrapper [35],
with some minor modifications. Most of the functionality in PSMoveWrapper
is further wrapped by separate RUIS components. For Razer Hydra [24],
RUIS uses the Sixense Unity Plug-in [25]. Finally, RUIS uses CSML, the C
Sharp Matrix Library for basic matrix manipulations and calculations. It is
used for example to calculate the transformation matrix between the Kinect
and PS Move coordinate systems.

Chapter 4

Display Configuration Management
This chapter details all the implemented features regarding the management
of displays. For starters, it is important for the user to be able to switch
easily between monoscopic and stereoscopic modes of display. In addition to
this, multiple displays of possibly different resolutions should be supported
in a straightforward manner.
When displaying virtual worlds on a static screen relative to the movement of the observing user, the stereoscopic effect and general immersion
level can be improved by modifying the perspective projection matrix to account for the changes in head position. This can make it seem as if the
user was looking at the virtual world through a real window. This method
requires accurate head tracking in order to be fully immersive.
As the last step in many projector systems, projector keystone correction
will have to be applied. Projector keystoning is caused by projector’s axis
of projection being off-center relative to the plane they are projecting on.
This results in a distorted image that will be especially disturbing in multiprojector stereoscopic environments: The images for both eyes will not match
and seams will appear between the images meant for separate walls.
Finally, this chapter discusses the challenges we faced when integrating
the Oculus SDK into our project. A head-mounted display requires some
extra configurability for example in the head tracking settings. We also
wanted to make sure this freedom did not come at the expense of usability.
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Multi-Display Systems and Stereoscopy

Many virtual reality applications make use of more than one display. Separate displays can be used to either show completely different information, or
to wrap the virtual world around the user. Especially the latter is common
in CAVE-like environments.
The way Unity3D handles multiple camera viewpoints is by requiring the
application to specify the normalized viewport rectangle of each camera, in
other words, the area of the application window that the camera will render
to. While the user can do this manually for each camera, the process will become tedious very quickly, especially when configuring multiple stereoscopic
displays.
We tackle this problem by introducing a display manager component,
RUISDisplayManager, to handle the bulk of display-related configuration
issues. The user can add, remove and rearrange displays via the editor.
Separate displays are called RUISDisplays, signifying their connection to
RUIS. Each RUISDisplay works independently of the other displays. Shared
tasks are left to the display manager. Each RUISDisplay is then linked to a
RUISCamera - RUIS’s version of the Unity3D standard Camera. This chain
of components implements all basic tasks required for multi-display, monoand/or stereoscopic applications. The configuration elements are demonstrated in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The RUIS display management workflow
In addition to the viewport calculation issues presented by multi-display
configurations, some other challenges present themselves. For instance, normal raycasts from a screen point towards the scene cannot be done directly
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with Unity’s Camera raycast functionality, since the associated camera will
first have to be found.

4.1.1

Multiple Displays

For each display, the user is able to specify the resolution of the display. The
resolution specified is used to calculate the total needed resolution of the
application. After this, each display, and the camera linked to it, is assigned
its normalized viewport rectangle.
The way RUIS handles multiple displays is by adding them next to each
other. The width of the application window is therefore the sum of all the
widths of the displays. The height of the application is the maximum height
among the screens. Normalized viewport rectangles are straightforward to
calculate once all the displays are arranged like this. Note that RUIS will
have to run in windowed mode as long as there are more screens than one.
This is quite close to all there is to supporting multiple displays. The
end-user drags the application window to match the display setup, so that
all the screens match. One caveat, though, is that in order to implement
object selection using the mouse, we had to create a new system to query
what object the mouse cursor is on. This is problematic, because Unity uses
cameras to create the ray it casts from screen coordinates. In order to do this
query reliably, we therefore have to first find the correct camera based on the
mouse coordinates in the application window. This is trivial to do though,
by enumerating through all the screens until we are in the correct coordinate
range. Once the correct camera is found, we can use Unity’s built-in systems.

4.1.2

Stereoscopy

Once the basic framework for multiple displays is in place, it is quite straightforward to extend its functionality to include switching between mono and
stereo displays. Most of the functionality for this is implemented at the
RUISCamera level.
In addition to the Unity3D Camera attached to the RUISCamera, two
new GameObjects with the Camera script will have to be added underneath
it: the left and right eye cameras. The Camera script attached to the parent GameObject is treated as the monoscopic camera, while the left and
right cameras are used for stereoscopic rendering. The RUISCamera script
will then reference all these three Camera scripts and enable them based on
whether the display rendered to is mono or stereo.
The most straightforward way to assign the correct viewport rectangle to
the left and right cameras is to just halve the rectangle of the center camera.
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The user makes a decision in which direction he wants to separate the eyes,
side-by-side or top-and-bottom, based on the settings of the display device.
After disabling the center camera and enabling the left and right cameras
both images will render correctly in order for the display device to display a
stereoscopic image.
The last part in setting up a correct stereoscopic view is configuring the
cameras to be at the correct positions. The eye separation, or inter-pupillary
distance (IPD), will have to be set to a value that suits the user. Dodgson [11]
has found the IPD of adults in general to be between 52 mm and 78 mm, with
the mean being 63 mm. This variability makes it important for the value to
be configurable, since a wrong configuration will result in severe discomfort
for some users. RUIS handles the configuration of IPD by offsetting the
left and right camera GameObjects from the center camera. By default,
these cameras are then set to look straight ahead. The user can also tweak
the so called zero parallax distance - the distance where the left and right
camera view rays converge. For off-axis projections, described in the following
section, the left and right eye cameras are left at their positions at the camera
origin, since the off-axis projection already takes care of their offsets.

4.2

Perspective Projection for a Head-Tracked
View

In CAVE and non-HMD systems a big part of the depth effect and positional
awareness comes from moving the head in relation to the display. If the image
on the screen stays static, the effect is nonexistent and the screen will look
like a picture frame. By adding head tracking and shifting the viewpoint with
the head, a new level of depth is achieved. Even this results in a relatively
flat image, though. To take the effect even further, the projection matrix
used for the cameras can be modified to make the display or projector screen
seem like a window to the virtual world. This effect is demonstrated well
in Johnny Lee’s video on the subject 1 . The projection matrix has to be
modified so that the frustum edges from each eye match the corresponding
display edges. This requires knowledge of both the eye locations as well as
the display location in tracker coordinates.
Akenine-Möller et al. [1] define the basic perspective projection matrix
Pp , shown in equation (4.1), where n, f , t, b, r and l are the near, far, top,
bottom, right and left planes, respectively. This matrix, when applied to a
point p = (px , py , pz , pw ), transforms p into normalized device coordinates.
1

https://youtu.be/Jd3-eiid-Uw
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(a) On-axis projection

(b) Off-axis projection

Figure 4.2: On- and off-axis projections: oblique, top and side views.
To get the final projected point q on the near plane, p will have to be divided
by its w coordinate: q = (px /w, py /w, pz /w).
 2n

r−l

 0

Pp = 
 0
0

0

r+l
r−l
t+b
t−b
f +n
f −n

0
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0
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t−b

0



0 

2f n 
− f −n 

(4.1)

0

In the commonl use case, the projection is centered, meaning that r = −l
and t = −b. To create oblique frustums, the kind of frustums used in headtracked views, these values will have to be calculated based on the positions
of the eyes relative to the final display surface.
Kooima [15] introduces the mathematics behind these calculations. For
the calculation of the right, left, top and bottom planes, a set of points have to
be specified, defining the boundaries of the frustum. For the display surface,
which in Kooima’s method is assumed to be rectangular, three corner points
will be needed: bottom left, pa ; bottom right, pb ; and top left, pc . These
points are then used to construct an orthonormal base for the display surface.
In RUIS, a display surface is specified by the display normal, vn ; the display
up vector, vu ; and the display width, height and center. We feel this is an
easier way to specify display coordinates, even though it requires more input
from the user. The coordinates for the display corners (pa , pb , pc ) are then
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calculated using the user specified values. In addition to the aforementioned
points, the eye location pe is also required to compute the extents of the
frustum.
According to Kooima, the following intermediary values are to be calculated in order to get to the final r, l, t and b values: the vectors from the eye
location to the display corners va , vb and vc , and the distance from the eye
to the display, d. These values are computed with the equations (4.2)-(4.5).
va = pa − pe ,
vb = pb − pe ,
vc = pc − pe ,
d = −(va · vn )

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

Using these intermediary values, the final equations to calculate r, l, t and
b take the form shown in equations (4.6)-(4.9). Each dot product is scaled by
the value n/d, because the frustum extents are specified on the near plane n.
r = (vr · vb )n/d,
l = (vr · va )n/d,
t = (vu · vc )n/d,
b = (vu · va )n/d

(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

These values can be inserted into the default perspective projection matrix Pp to get an off-axis projection. This projection, however, is for a camera
pointing straight ahead from the origin, so the projection matrix will have
to be rotated and translated to match the rotation of the display. We create
these based on the orthonormal base for the display and the tracker location.
The matrices R and T are given in equations (4.10) and (4.11). The final
projection matrix P then becomes P = Pp ∗ R ∗ T .


vrx vry vrz 0
v

 ux vuy vuz 0
R=
(4.10)

vnx vny vnz 0
0
0
0 1


1 0 0 −pex
0 1 0 −p 
ey 

T =

0 0 1 −pez 
0 0 0

1

(4.11)
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This end result is then plugged into Unity’s Camera projection matrix.
In order to get the correct end result we disable Unity’s automatic camera
model view matrix (Camera.worldToCameraMatrix ) and replace it with our
own. The replacing matrix is the inverse of the transform of the camera.
By using this perspective projection matrix instead of the default one,
a significantly stronger depth sensation can be achieved without necessarily
even using stereo imaging. The projection matrix will have to be modified
further, though, to account for differences in projector setups. The problem
and its solution is detailed in the next section.

4.3

Projector Keystone Correction

When a projector displays an image on a projection screen, the shape of the
projected image is dependent on the location of the projector in relation to
the screen. The image will only match the intended rectangular image if
the projector projects perfectly on the normal of the screen plane. If the
projection axis is off-center, the image will be distorted. This phenomenon is
called the keystone effect and it is visualized in figure 4.3. In order to show
images correctly this distortion will have to be corrected. This is especially
important when using two projectors to display images on top of each other
or when aligning two images that are next to each other, which both are usual
tasks when setting up a CAVE environment. Some high-end projectors are
equipped with special optics for keystoning correction, mostly only to correct
distortion caused by vertical offset. Therefore, to guarantee compatibility
with all projector models, the task is often best done in software.
Software keystone correction can be done at two stages, either before
the final render is created, inside the application, or as a completely separate
process after the application visuals have been rendered. The former method
is the visually superior one, as modifying the parameters used for image
creation does not lose detail. This method does, however, require access
to the rendering pipeline to modify the perspective projection. The latter
method stretches and skews the final render to counteract the distortion,
but image quality will suffer as pixel aliasing will start to appear. In RUIS
the pre-render method is applicable, because we can access the projection
matrices.
Lancelle et al. [17] propose a method to easily correct keystoning issues by
allowing the user to drag the corners of the display area to match the wanted
shape. In practice, this means that once the projector projects to the screen,
the user can drag the corners of the distorted image to match the corners of
the screen, resulting in a rectangular image. This calibration process is very
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(a) Original image,
projector on-axis

(b) Horizontal keystoning,
projector positioned left

(c) Vertical keystoning,
projector positioned high

(d) Horizontal and vertical,
projector high and left
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Figure 4.3: The keystone effect
intuitive and easy. The algorithm can only correct affine distortions though,
which means that it will only work when projecting on planar surfaces. One
of the strengths of this approach is that the final result is a matrix that can
be applied to the projection matrix in the normal rendering pass, resulting
in virtually no performance degradation.
Whereas the default way to calculate the projection q of point p would be
to apply only the modelview and projection matrices, the method of Lancelle
et al. adds an additional matrix C to the equation, resulting in the keystone
corrected point k = C ∗ P ∗ M ∗ p, where P and M are the projection and
modelview matrices, respectively. The projected point q can be defined as
q = P ∗M ∗p. The matrix C contains the necessary transformations to correct
translation, scaling, shearing, rotation and trapezoid deformation in the final
image. According to Lancelle et al., these deformations can be corrected by
using a matrix that has the ten parameters shown in (4.12), with i = m and
j = n. Our tests showed, however, that this matrix needs some extra tuning
and is not valid as is. The near plane is distorted, which results in closeby
objects being culled even though they should be visible.
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f 0 h


j 1 0

(4.12)

m n 0 1
Bimber et al. [3] state, that the keystone correction matrix C should be
of the form shown in (4.13). Here, the z scaling factor in the matrix, which
previously was 1, has been replaced with 1 − |m| − |n|. This change fixes the
near plane distortion almost completely, so the error is not visible anymore.
In this version of the keystone correction matrix, factors i and j are omitted
completely.


a b
0
d
e f
0
h


C=
(4.13)

 0 0 1 − |m| − |n| 0 
m n

0

1

This matrix C can be numerically optimized to find a solution that approximates the perfect distortion cancelling matrix. This perfect matrix is
the matrix that corrects the display corner point to the user specified new
corner point, i.e. the matrix C that solves the equation k = C ∗ q. For the
optimization process, Lancelle et al. use the steepest descent algorithm and
provide a code example in C, of which we implemented our own C# version
that uses the interface provided by Unity. We also experimented with their
i = m and j = n assignments, but we felt there was no visible improvement,
so we decided to leave the correction matrix as simple as possible.
We make the keystone correction configuration process intuitive by allowing the user to enter a special configuration mode, where he can drag
the corners of the image to match the wanted image shape. Lancelle et al.
use a method, where the user points multiple rays at the wanted corner.
The average intersection point of these rays marks the wanted corner point.
We feel the mouse dragging method is faster and more intuitive enough to
counterbalance the sub-pixel precision offered by the ray pointing method.
As the projection matrix only changes the visual elements on the display,
not the viewport itself, black borders have to be drawn on areas that are
outside of the new screen quad. During the configuration process we also
draw a white frame inside the quad to contrast the bordering edge. The final
keystone correction configuration process is visualized in figure 4.4. The
corresponding correction matrix is given in figure 4.5.
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(a) Before

(b) Configuration

(c) After

Figure 4.4: The keystone correction configuration process



0.77870 −0.06900 0.00000

0.00235


0.00000

0.79590
0.00000
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0.00000 −0.00523


0.87433 0.00000 

0.05077 −0.07491 0.00000

1.00000

Figure 4.5: Example of a keystone correction matrix
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To combine this keystone correction procedure with the perspective projection modifications of section 4.2, all that is needed is to substitute the custom head-tracked perspective projection matrix for the default one. There
are no dependencies between the head-tracked projection matrix and the keystone correction matrix, so either one of the matrices can be tweaked without
affecting the other.
This concludes this chapter’s solutions to CAVE related challenges, but
another large subset of virtual reality applications is the vast number of
software for head-mounted displays, that have become very popular lately
with the advent of Oculus VR and their first product, Oculus Rift. These
applications battle with their own set of problems, which are discussed in the
next section.

4.4

Integrating Oculus Rift

Separate from all of the previous functionality is the Oculus Rift. Applications developed for the Rift require very different features from the display
management system than CAVE applications, for example. Applications
designed for head-mounted displays (HMD) usually use the HMD as their
primary display, with a second, optional, display for external observers.
As mentioned in section 3.3, Oculus VR has launched their own SDK
for Unity, in order to integrate the Oculus Rift into Unity3D applications.
Adding this SDK into Unity projects is very straightforward, but the challenges arise when we combine the display management system of RUIS with
the SDK.
The central four scripts controlling the Oculus Rift are OVRCameraController, OVRDevice, OVRCamera, and OVRLensCorrection. OVRCameraController and OVRDevice are attached to a top-level object, parenting the
left and right cameras. OVRCamera and OVRLensCorrection are then attached to both child cameras. The SDK conveniently provides a prefab that
combines all the necessary camera elements into a plug and play solution.
Our approach is to combine this prefab with our own camera prefab.
To combine the prefabs, we extend the functionality of the RUISCamera
script, to handle the case of an Oculus Rift. We add all the necessary Oculus SDK components into both the top-level object and the left and right
cameras. The RUISCamera script then handles the enabling of the appropriate scripts on the fly. In essence, on startup the RUISCamera script checks
whether the display that is associated to is configured as an Oculus Rift display. If it is not, the script disables all Oculus related functionality. If it is,
on the other hand, the script disables for example keystoning and perspective
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projection correction, so that the Oculus SDK components can manage the
lens correction without problems.
As the Oculus SDK components handle everything from there on, there is
not much left to RUIS to do, except make sure that the cameras render into
the correct viewports. This works out of the box with the system described in
4.1. One important detail is that the head tracking provided by the Oculus
Rift DK1 is only rotational and suffers from yaw drift, meaning that its
centered position will slowly drift to either direction. This is something we
correct by integrating the Oculus head tracking with our own head tracking
methods, described in section 5.3.4.
With all of this in place, the display management is quite well covered.
The excitement comes from adding bodily interactions and motion controls
into these display environments. The next chapter will detail what went into
implementing the input management system of RUIS.

Chapter 5

Input Management
The second big subsystem of RUIS is the input manager. It takes care of all
the chores related to using the multitude of input systems RUIS uses, leaving
only the implementation of application specific functionality to the user.

5.1

Coordinate Systems

All of the motion control devices supported by RUIS operate in their own
coordinate systems. In order to use all of these devices together the coordinate systems will have to be calibrated into one common system. Unity3D
uses a consistent left-handed coordinate system with the basic distance unit
being one meter, therefore, to make the use of RUIS as easy as possible for
the end user, it makes sense to transform all the input coordinates into the
Unity3D coordinates.

5.1.1

Coordinate System Calibration

The coordinate system calibration process is implemented in its own standalone scene. The user can start this procedure via the RUIS Menu.
In order to combine Move and Kinect coordinates samples are taken from
both systems, after which a transformation matrix is calculated. This matrix
transforms the Move coordinates into their Kinect counterparts. This matrix
includes translation, rotation and scaling. The scale difference between the
systems is already known beforehand: Kinect uses millimeters, while Move
uses centimeters.
The Move to Kinect transformation matrix is calculated by creating the
equation 5.1, where K and M are n by 3 matrices, containing n corresponding
Kinect and Move samples, and A is the wanted transform. This linear matrix
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equation can then be solved straightforwardly.
K = AM

(5.1)

After finding the matrix A, the rotation and translation components are
separated into a Quaternion and Vector3, which are ready to be applied to
Move orientations and positions to turn them into their Kinect counterparts.
Also, the real world floor location and normal are found during the calibration process by using OpenNI’s scene analysis tools. This information
is then used to tilt the coordinate system to counteract the tilt angle of the
Kinect camera and to set the floor to be at the y = 0 plane if the user wishes
to do so.

5.1.2

Controlling Virtual Characters

When moving virtual characters it is important to differentiate which coordinate system the character will be moved in. In addition to the local and
global coordinates of the game object itself, we have to take tracker coordinates into account. For example when calculating projection matrixes for
head tracked views, the matrix is calculated using the positions of the eyes
relative to the real world coordinates of the screen.
This issue is especially clear when we combine Kinect skeletons and separate movement input. If we allow the user to use some kind of controller
to move his character, how will we move the character? To solve this issue, we introduce the RUISCharacterLocomotion system that handles the
combination of input methods.
The way it works is that Kinect is handled in its own local coordinate
system, where the character is moved around the origin based on the real-life
movements of the user. The button inputs, however, work in a coordinate
system centered on and aligned with the avatar. This means that pressing
the forward button on the controller will always cause the avatar to move
towards the direction the character is facing. Rotating the character with
buttons is also handled with the character being the pivot of the rotation,
not the origin of the Kinect coordinate system. Especially when wearing a
HMD, the difference in this method of controlling, versus just rotating and
moving the origin, is very noticeable. This mode of controlling a character
is very intuitive, if you are watching the action from a first person view.
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Skeleton Tracking and Character Animation

To display a virtual character that matches the real world movements of the
user, the user skeleton will have to be tracked. RUIS uses OpenNI and a
depth-sensing camera to achieve this. This procedure is detailed in chapter
3.3. This section focuses on the software building upon the basic skeletal
tracking to enable the creation of rich, interactive applications.

5.2.1

The Kinect Skeleton

The skeletal tracking RUIS uses is done on a very rough scale, because of the
limitations imposed by OpenNI and Kinect. What the drivers provide us is
a list of joint positions that we can use to reconstruct a character. The joints
we receive and how they are connected to each other is visualized in figure
5.1. Everything is centered around a central torso joint that is child to an
abstract root joint. Each extremity of the body is added to the torso bone.
Note that the root joint is something that is not directly given by Kinect. It
is something we use to anchor the character into the world.
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Right
Shoulder

Torso
Root
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Right Hip
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Right
Knee
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Foot

Right
Foot
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Figure 5.1: The skeleton structure that is assumed in RUIS, based on Kinect’s
skeleton.
The most straightforward way to visualize these joints on the screen is to
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attach an object to each joint position. This gives a very rough idea of how
the tracking behaves. This model can be extended to include joint rotation
by calculating the angle each joint has to be in order for the body part to
reach the next joint in the structure. All of this is good enough for testing,
but for end-users the difficulties start once pre-made models have to be tied
together with Kinect data to create a polished end result.

5.2.2

Using Pre-made Models and Armatures

Supporting the whole plethora of user-made humanoid models available is a
big undertaking. There is no set-in-stone standard that all armatures adhere
to, so in the implementation of RUIS we make certain assumptions of the
structure of the model.
Armatures are tree-based bone structures that control the deformation
of the model mesh. Each mesh vertex has a number of bone weights, which
determine the bones that affect the position of the vertex and by which
strengths. To move different parts of the model, the armature bones will
therefore have to be controlled. To control a model using Kinect, we created
a component called RUISSkeletonController, which takes in skeleton data
and uses it to control bones in a model. Basically RUISSkeletonController is
just a link that copies and translates transforms from one place, RUISSkeletonManager, to the other, the armature.
This approach, however, works directly only for non-hierarchical armatures, since the data within RUISSkeletonManager is non-hierarchical. RUISSkeletonController therefore translates these positions and rotations into a
hierarchical version by making the assumption that the structure of the armature follows the structure outlined in figure 5.1. The developer sets up the
armature to work with RUISSkeletonController by dragging the Transform
components of the appropriate bones to the correct slots, as presented in
figure 5.2. All rotations are set to be correct in the global coordinate system,
when compared to the skeleton torso joint. For hierarchical models, the local
positions of bones will not have to be set, since transformations propagate
through the armature. On the other hand, in custom made models and armatures the bone lengths will most likely not match the real users’ bone
lengths, so the joint positions will be incorrect. For this reason, the bones
will have to be scaled to match their real counterparts.
Scaling the armature bones to the correct lengths is a relatively straightforward process: For each bone to be scaled, a multiplier is applied to the
local scale of the bone to make it the correct size. In hierarchical models
these local scales will also scale the children of the bone, so this effect will
have to be negated in the scales of the children. Making the same structure
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Figure 5.2: Setting up the skeleton structure in the RUISSkeletonController
custom editor.
assumption as in the previous phase, the easiest way to achieve the correct
armature scale is to first scale the torso to the correct size. After this each
limb is scaled separately, starting at the root of the limb. For each limb body
part n, the final scale sn will be the inverse of all the scales of the parents,
multiplied by the ratio between the real size of the user body part Su and
the original model body part size Sm . This process is shown in equation 5.2.
sn =

1
n−1
Y

∗

Su
Sm

(5.2)

si

i=1

In this process it is very important to get the torso scale right because of
two factors. Firstly, the scale of the torso will set up the whole character to be
of approximately the correct size. Secondly, mistakes in the torso scaling will
affect the quality of all its children, therefore the whole mode. Unfortunately,
acquiring a correct torso scale is not easy, as armatures have varying spinal
structures, with spines ranging from only one joint to spines that have all the
human vertebrae correctly modelled. This is why we decided to use the width
between the two hip joints as a reference point, as it is a feature common to
all biped armatures and Kinect data. The hip width of the user is matched
against the hip width of the armature in order to get a reasonable estimate
of the correct torso scale.
Even the scaling process does not always fix all the joints to be in the exact
same positions as the user’s joints. Small changes in the armature setup, can
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result in unexpected behavior. During the development of RUIS, we ran into
many issues with the shoulders of pre-made models. Many armatures have
modelled the shoulder with two bones, a clavicle bone and an upper arm
bone. This results in more realistic shoulder movement, but unfortunately
the Kinect skeleton only supports one upper arm bone. It is up to the user to
pick the one that provides the best results. To fine-tune the model’s behavior,
we also provide methods of adjusting the neck height and applying extra
scaling to the forearm and hands. Especially neck heights vary depending
on the armatures - some big monsters look as if their head was inside their
torso, if their neck isn’t adjusted to the proper offset.
As a final touch, everything can be smoothed out by applying some damping to the raw rotations given by the skeleton manager. The OpenNI system
applies some filtering to the skeleton, but this is oftentimes not enough to
get rid of all the jitter. We have therefore implemented simple clamping of
the maximum change per second for rotations and scales.

5.2.3

Combining Kinect and Mecanim

In many cases the application developer may want to add some pre-made
animation to the avatar to make the world seem more vibrant. This can
range from simple walk cycles to complex death animations. Unfortunately
Unity3D’s Mecanim system does not have its own system for blending procedural animation, i.e. our Kinect data, with animations made in animation
software. Therefore we have had to bridge this gap by creating our own
animation blender that mixes these animations together based on the user
preferences. Figure 5.3 presents an example of what the intended result can
be.
Mecanim, introduced in Unity 4, is a state machine based animation system that lets the developer mix and match animations attached to an avatar
by controlling custom parameters. In the most simple case this can be done
just by creating a state machine with one state, for example an idle animation. This system can then be built upon by adding different animation
layers for the lower and upper body, separate animations for walking in different directions, etc. The blend factors of all of these animations can then
be controlled by using the parameters fed to the animator system.
The approach we take in RUIS is to leave the Mecanim process alone and
only use the end result as something to blend with the animations coming
from Kinect. This way, the user can create a complex system of hard-coded
animations, on top of which he can add Kinect animations whenever he wants
to, by controlling the ratio in which Mecanim and Kinect are blended.
Unfortunately, there is no easy way to access the final animation data
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Figure 5.3: An example of a Mecanim run animation (left) blended with a
Kinect pose (center) into a final pose (right). In this example the lower body
is Mecanim-controlled while the user poses for the upper body himself.
produced by the whole Mecanim state machine, without having the armatures themselves be animated in the project. To combine the animations into
one blended animation we therefore create two copies of the original model:
one for Kinect and one for Mecanim. The original GameObject is then used
for the final blend. This process is visualized in figure 5.4.
To blend the bones of the two animations, a three-way connection has to
be made that connects the corresponding bones in the two animations with
the end result bone. We do this by iterating through the bone hierarchies
and matching bones one at a time based on their position in the hierarchy
and name. Because all the armatures are created from the same original,
this is a relatively safe process. The only drawback is that bones on the
same hierarchy level will have to have different names, which is a sound
requirement in most well-made armatures anyways.
During this matching process we also classify the bones to their corresponding body part. This is done to enable the user to control blend weights
for body parts separately. The classification process uses the information
given in RUISSkeletonController to figure out the roots of each limb, after
which it classifies all bones underneath this root as being a part of that limb.
The blend process itself linearly interpolates between the Kinect and
Mecanim model bone transforms. Each body part is assigned a blend weight
between 0 and 1, where 0 means that the movement will be all Kinect, while
1 stands for purely Mecanim-based movement. An example of how this can
be configured inside the editor can be seen in figure ??.
A simple blend does not work for all combinations though, as limb attachment positions might vary based the animation that is playing. If, for
example, the torso is controlled by Mecanim, a basic idle animation will cause
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Figure 5.4: The process of blending Kinect and Mecanim animation for a
model
the breathing of the character to alter the shoulder positions. This will result
in unwanted behavior in some cases, which is why we provide the developer
with the possibility of forcing arm and leg positions. This means that the
positions of the specified limbs will be overridden with the Kinect-acquired
positions. This will allow for some more precise movements, as the character’s movements will not directly affect how the user’s hands are portrayed
in the virtual world.
Once the model is properly set up to work with Kinect, the fun part
begins. Physics interactions are a big part of making the character believable
in virtual reality.

5.2.4

Adding Physics to a Kinect-Controlled Virtual
Character

Combining real world physics with virtual physics requires some special consideration. Without special hardware, nothing that happens physically in the
virtual world can affect how the user behaves in the real world, while real
world physics are always present in kinect-controlled motion: The floor and
objects restrict movement, gravity affects the user’s behavior, etc. Therefore,
it is important to specify the wanted physical relationship for each application
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Figure 5.5: Configuring Kinect and Mecanim blend weights inside the editor.
These values match the blend shown in figure 5.3.
on a case-by-case basis. Also, in order to work around the limitations that
the Kinect tracking imposes on the physical interaction, some precautions
will have to be taken.
In a perfect world the Kinect-controlled character would be able to interact with the virtual world physically, just by adding colliders to every body
part of the model. The most rudimentary versions of the RUISSkeletonController enabled prefabs do exactly this. An example of the collision setup
necessary to create such a character can be seen in figure 5.6a. The avatar
is a kinematic Unity3D Rigidbody that interacts with the environment, but
the environment does not affect the way the character moves. This is pretty
intuitive behavior, since this way the avatar always matches your real body.
The problem with this approach becomes apparent, when we want the character to for example respect boundaries such as walls, follow the contours of
uneven terrain or even fall down from cliffs.
To achieve such behavior, the avatar Rigidbody will have to be made
non-kinematic. This opens up a whole new world of issues to deal with, since
now the environment affects character movements directly. This means that
when a large object hits the player avatar, the avatar will start moving on
its own. Most of the time, this is unwanted behavior that will have to be
circumvented somehow.
One thing we do is to disable all rotations on the x- and z-axes. This way
the player avatar will stand up, instead of just falling to the most natural
position of a capsule - on its side. The Rigidbody is also made heavier, in
order to minimize the effects of other Rigidbody objects on it.
The data received from the skeleton tracking system is very noisy, which
means that any real-time game physics system cannot use this data without
experiencing some kind of jitter and unexpected behavior. The most straight-
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interact with objects
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(b) The stabilizing collider, keeping
the character grounded

Figure 5.6: The colliders attached to our placeholder character
forward way to lessen the impact of noise in this situation is to dampen
changes between input frames. Movements will become more smooth, but
on the other hand they will be even more unresponsive. With the inherent lag
of the whole Kinect processing chain, one has to be wary about introducing
even more delay into the motion.
In RUIS, to maximize stability while not compromising responsiveness,
we add a stabilizing collider to the character. The stabilizing collider is a
very heavily smoothed collider that is positioned at the feet of the user. This
collider is there only to collide with the ground and other objects you can
stand on. It is completely invisible to the user. The developer can then
specify in his scene which objects the stabilizing collider collides with, in
effect specifying what you can stand on. This collider keeps the character
firmly rooted on the ground, while all the limbs can be tracked as responsively
as possible. The stabilizing collider is visualized in figure 5.6b.
By combining all the small tweaks and issues we are able to create a
robust system that lessens the impact of noise in the skeletal tracking. All
these tweaks are put to good use in the TurboTuscany demo that sets the
user into a virtual world where he can push, hit and kick objects, climb
ladders, jump off rooftops, and do all kinds of other physics based tasks.
TurboTuscany is explored further in section 6.3.
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Tracking Gestures

Bodily interaction methods with no physical buttons to press often require
some other way to emulate these types of triggered events. One way to do
this is to track the body for gestures, certain predefined movements that
signal the intent. For RUIS we implemented a simple hold gesture and a
jump gesture, along with the necessary framework for users to be able to
create their own more complex ones.
As the basis for a gesture system, we provide an interface, which every
gesture should implement. For the most barebone interface, only a function
to check whether the gesture was triggered would be needed, but we add some
functions to ease the use of gestures, such as functions to enable and disable
the gesture. For some types of gestures it can be useful to know how far the
gesture has progressed, which is why we also specify a GetGestureProgress
function in our interface. By implementing this interface, anything can pose
as a RUIS gesture - even complex button combinations can be made into a
gesture.
For the user to be able to easily create gestures, we have created a simple
point tracker that tracks a transform on a frame-to-frame basis and calculates
statistics about its movement. Currently it only calculates average speed,
maximum velocity and average velocity. For some cases it might be good
to get the average speed instead of the average velocity, which is why we
have separate values. This point tracker is made to be easily extendable to
capture for example angular velocity. Gestures can use these point trackers
to check for relevant information.
For object selection using Kinect we wanted to create a simple gesture
that would test our gesture system and also provide a good example for
users to build their gestures upon. The hold gesture is very straightforward
to implement using this system. In RUIS, we create the gesture by checking
whether the average speed of the tracked point, in this case a point tracker
attached to the hand, is below a certain threshold for a certain amount of
time. Once the time requirement is fulfilled, the gesture will be triggered.
Gesture progress is calculated by comparing the current hold length with the
required total time.
When creating our final demo, detailed in section 6.3, we also needed a
gesture to signal that the character should jump. The most obvious choice to
implement this is a jump gesture. At first, we tried to implement the gesture
by tracking only the center of mass. Our plan was to detect the whole
jump movement, which consists of a small dip and an explosive movement
upwards, instead of just the upwards movement. By using this kind of gesture
detection we were able to catch a majority of the gestures, but this solution
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still resulted in a lot of missed activations and false positives. The user can
for example crouch, which alters the jump dynamics quite a bit. Our second
version, the final one now in use, works better by still using the center of mass
to track the upwards movement, dropping the requirement of the downwards
dip. In addition to this upwards velocity requirement we add the condition
that both feet should be off the ground, above some threshold. In practice
this last requirement helped to get rid of the false positives, while dropping off
the downwards movement from the movement recognition helped to detect
gestures more easily.
For both the hold and jump gestures, an important factor to take into
consideration is to allow enough configurability, so that the user can tweak
parameters to mold the gestures to work as well as possible in the application.
In different applications a different hold length might for example be appropriate. This is something we took into account from the beginning, since
Unity3D’s user interface encourages exposing variables for editing directly
inside the editor.

5.3

Wand Controllers

Using pointing devices is one of the most common and intuitive ways of
interacting with virtual content, as long as the interaction methods are sound.
We have tried to create an input management system that allows application
creators to concentrate exactly on the interaction methods and forget about
the implementation details.
As the basic building block of wand-based interaction we provide the
abstract component RUISWand, which specific wand implementations will
inherit. The RUISWand component provides an interface that all wands
have to conform to in order to be used for example for our pre-built selection
methods detailed in subsection 5.3.3. The common RUISWand interface includes the transform of the wand, along with a specification of how selections
are activated and held with the wand.

5.3.1

PlayStation Move

The main wand controller RUIS has used from the beginning is the PS Move.
It provides accurate tracking with a relatively low latency. To use Move
controllers, however, is not as straightforward as it could be, because of Sony’s
limitations on the tracking software. Currently, the only way to properly use
the full functionality of the PS Move controllers is to use a PlayStation 3
console and its Move.me application. This application then acts as a server
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to which client applications can connect via TCP and UDP. Some attempts
have been made to create open source tracking software for the PC, but the
sophistication of Sony’s tracking has made it very hard to replicate all the
functionality accurately, especially with multiple controllers.
To connect to the Move.me server we use PSMoveWrapper [35], a networking library that implements all the necessary network functionality to
use the full features of the Move controllers. On top of this library we created
the class RUISPSMoveWand, inheriting from RUISWand, to encapsulate all
the relevant features. This way we can for example control which coordinate
system the positional data is given in.
One difficulty we faced with the version of PSMoveWrapper we used was
that the WasPressed and WasReleased functions, used to check whether a
button has been pressed since the last frame, only worked for the first call
made to them during an update cycle. This is unwanted behavior and would
result in many hard to find bugs for users - they would have to read the
PSMoveWrapper source code to find out what is happening. We fixed this
problem by restructuring the functions so that they return correct values
for the whole update cycle. This was also corrected by the developer of
PSMoveWrapper later on, but didn’t make it into our release.

5.3.2

Skeleton Wand

By using the gesture system outlined in 5.2.5, we created a simple way for
the user to point at and select objects by using Kinect only. The skeleton
wand emulates wand functionality by creating the wand pointer ray from the
user’s forearm and using a hold gesture to track selection.
In principle, the skeleton wand works by creating the selection ray between two transforms. While we could have left the selection of transforms
open, so the skeleton wand would have been more versatile (and probably
not named correctly anymore), we felt like at this stage choosing directly
from two skeleton joints would be easier to use and more intuitive for new
users.

5.3.3

Selecting Objects

One of the most basic ways to interact with the virtual environment with a
wand controller is to use it to point at objects and select them. In RUIS we
implement this functionality by introducing two components, RUISWandSelector and RUISSelectable, which are attached to the wand and the object
to be selected, respectively. As an overview, the wand selector component
constantly casts rays to check whether a selectable object is in front of the
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wand selection ray. If the user then presses the selection button, or signals the
intent to select in another way, the object is selected and it starts following
the wand’s movements. First, I will discuss the necessary groundwork this
requires on the wand’s side, after which I will go into more detail regarding
the behavior of the selected object.
RUISWand provides a common interface for RUISWandSelector to use no
matter which type of wand implements the functionality itself. This way, we
can leave the implementation details to the wands themselves, while focusing
on the selection process itself. The two main pieces of information needed
for selection are the wand transform and the selection button state. Both
of these are provided by RUISWand. A simple diagram of the coupling
between RUISWand, RUISWandSelector and RUISSelectable is presented in
figure 5.7.
RUISWand
Transform
SelectionButtonWasPressed()
SelectionButtonWasReleased()
SelectionButtonIsDown()
IsSelectionButtonStandard()

When to select?

RUISSelectable

What to select?

RUISWandSelector

Figure 5.7: Interfacing between RUISWand, RUISWandSelector and RUISSelectable. RUISWand provides an interface that wraps the selection buttons.
Each Update, the RUISWandSelector script checks whether something is
in front of its selection ray using one of two methods for creating the ray.
The first ray creation method is just to shoot a ray from the tip of the wand
to the direction it points at. Using this method, the ray is just created with
the transform of the wand. The second method requires the head position
in addition to the wand transform: The selection ray is formed from the line
between the head and wand positions. This type of wand selection is useful
in use cases that for example use movements close to archery.
Once we have created the selection ray, we use Unity’s Physics class to
raycast to look for colliders that intersect the selection ray. The first applica-
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ble collider, meaning that it isn’t on one of the layers that should be ignored,
is then returned for further processing. At the raycast stage no difference
is made between objects that have the RUISSelectable script attached and
objects that don’t. This way we achieve the natural functionality that for
example walls block selection rays - you cannot select something you cannot
see.
The selection candidate object returned by the raycast is then searched
for the RUISSelectable script, to ascertain whether it is selectable or not.
This process comes with a caveat, though, since selectable objects can be
comprised of multiple colliders in a collider hierarchy. Unity’s raycast returns
the collider GameObject instead of the topmost object in the hierarchy. This
means that to figure out whether the object is selectable, we have to go
upwards through the hierarchy to find out if the RUISSelectable script can
be found on any of the collider object’s ancestors. If any of the ancestors
have this script, the object is selectable. If the RUISSelectable script cannot
be found anywhere in this hierarchy, the object should be ignored.
Once an object has been marked as selectable, we highlight it visually to
show the user that the object can be interacted with. I will explain this more
thoroughly soon, when detailing the RUISSelectable implementation details.
After highlighting the object as a selectable object, we check whether the
selection button was actually pressed.
In RUIS we have implemented different styles of selection actions, so the
user has some choice when developing his application. The main choice is
whether to select by toggle selecting, by tapping the button, or to grab select,
by holding the button down. In addition to this, we have implemented the
possibility to press the selection button down when nothing is highlighted
and sweeping over the object to be selected, which helps in selecting small
objects.
The difference between toggle and grab selection comes into play when
the selection button gets released. If grab selection is specified, the button
release event should also release the selection, while for toggle events a second
button press is required. For toggle events the first button release therefore
just sets a local variable that keeps track that the object can actually be
released. Once a second selection button release is detected, the object is let
go.
For skeleton wand selection this dependency on press and release events
poses an interesting question. What if the selection method is not a button,
but a triggered event that does not have an intuitive press and release signal? For this functionality we have included the IsSelectionButtonStandard
function in RUISWand. By querying this function RUISWandSelector can
check whether the selection functions are actually fired by the press of a real
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button, or just emulated with for example gestures. If the selection button
is found to be non-standard, RUISWandSelector can just refrain from using the SelectionButtonWasReleased function and rely only on the triggered
press event. This concludes the wand side of the selection process.
To mark an object as selectable, the object needs to have the RUISSelectable component added to it. This way the RUISWandSelector script is
able to highlight and select the object. While the selection itself is handled
on the wand’s end, the effects of both highlight and selection are done for
each selectable in the RUISSelectable script. These effects are showing the
highlight visually and handling the movement of the object.
To show the highlight graphically, some modification will have to be made
to the materials of the object. We decided to take the least invasive route
and add a new highlight material on top of the material stack of the object.
The material used for this can be specified by the user, but as a default we
use a translucent green material. When the wand selector sends the highlight
start event to the RUISSelectable script, we add the specified material to the
end of the material list. Conversely, at the end of the highlight we remove
the last element of the material list. For this method to work, no other script
should be able to modify the material list of the object. This method also
requires the user to create the material specifications, mainly which material
affects which part of the model, in a way that shows the highlight properly.
In many cases models downloaded off the web will not work directly with
the highlight system - the last material in the stack might for example only
affect the legs of a chair instead of the whole model. In RUIS we use the same
method to also display object selection. In that case the object is shown by
default with a translucent red material overlaid on top.
To handle the movements of the object, two cases will have to be considered: what the object does when it is selected and how it will behave once the
selection has ended. During the selection, we make the possible Rigidbody
of the object kinematic and start setting the position and rotation of the
object ourselves. Once the selection ends, the Rigidbody will be set to its
original state. After this, if the Rigidbody is non-kinematic, the object can
be specified to maintain its momentum, making it continue in the direction
of the movement before the selection release. This is handy for throwing
objects around.
In RUIS we provide the user with a selection of different selection movement methods, both for positional and rotational movement. Both offer the
same four choices: snap to wand, relative to wand, along selection ray and
do not grab. Of these, the do not grab option is the most straightforward, as
it does not do anything to the position or rotation. The others have different
meanings dependent on the context, whether it is position or rotation.
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The snap to wand choice for positional movement snaps the selected object straight to the location of the wand in the game world. Similarly, when
used for rotational movement the rotation of the selected object will match
the wand’s rotation perfectly. This type of interaction is used for example
when picking up objects for closer inspection. Quite close to the snap to
wand behavior is the relative to wand counterpart. Relative to wand starts
by marking the position and rotation of the wand at the start of the selection
and moving the object in relation to the wand’s difference from this starting
transform. This type of behavior is useful when precisely positioning objects
in a virtual world, as the original transform of the object will stay the same
until the user moves the wand. Finally, the along selection ray setting gives
the user the option to move around objects as if they were at the end of a
long stick. To implement this feature we save the original distance of the
object to the selection ray start and keep this distance constant during the
selection. The object is positioned, each frame, to be at this distance from
the selection ray start and in the direction specified by the ray. Alternatively
the user can specify which distance he wants the object to be snapped to.
The rotation of the object is set with the LookAt function, making the object
face the direction of the selection ray. In practice, this is the same as setting
the rotation of the object to match the direction of the ray, like in the snap
to wand option. The difference between this method and the other methods
is visualized in figure 5.8. Using this method of movement is appropriate
for example for moving objects for large distances. As mentioned earlier, all
these movement types can be mixed, so that one method is used for positioning and one for rotational movement. For example, for completely precise
positioning, it might be best to have positional movement set to be relative
to wand movements, while the rotational movement is snapped directly to
the wand.
Once the user releases the selection, it might be logical to have the object
maintain its momentum if it was a Rigidbody. We do this by buffering
the velocities of the object while it is selected. On selection release, these
velocities are then averaged and the object velocity is set directly. For angular
velocity, the selectable object references the angular velocity given by the
selector, while the selector just gets this information directly from the wand.
This way the angular velocity can be as accurate as possible.

5.3.4

Head Tracking

Finally, combining all the wand and Kinect related methods, we arrive at
head tracking - the final piece of the puzzle. Head tracking is an integral
part of all virtual reality setups, whether it be CAVE or HMD based sys-
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Figure 5.8: Relative rotation and position (left) versus selection ray based
rotation and position (right)
tems. Changing the vantage point of the user based on the head position
and rotation is crucial in creating an immersive experience.
Our head tracking is designed to be very adaptable, in order to support
as many possible input devices as possible, along with direct input from
the Oculus Rift, when available. For this, we have created a component
called the RUISHeadTrackerAssigner, which automatically chooses the best
possible method of performing head tracking based on which input devices
are connected. We support Kinect, PlayStation Move and Razer Hydra as
input methods. The Move and Hydra are preferred to Kinect, as they are a
lot more precise and responsive. Using this module is optional, though. For
a developer to make a camera head-tracking enabled all he has to do is to
copy the RUISCamera prefab under an object containing the RUISTracker
script. This is very straightforward for the user.
In its bare essence, the RUISTracker script just sets the object’s Transform component to match the transform of the input device it is attached
to. In order to make the head tracking a bit more pleasant, we add features
to, for example, filter the received data to smooth out the input.
One big feature implemented in the tracker is the correction of the yaw
drift of the Oculus Rift. As the Oculus Rift DK1 does not feature positional
tracking, its rotation origin tends to drift to some direction. This can be fixed
by comparing the input from the Rift to an input from a source that does
not drift, such as Kinect or PS Move data. RUIS then adjusts the Oculus
base rotation to better match the intended rotation with Kalman filtering
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[14].
During the development of the RUISTracker, special effort was put into
making the tracker component as easy to configure as possible. This is where
Unity’s custom editors are probably the most useful in all of RUIS. As we
support so many different input devices, the custom editor features allow us
to filter which options we show, based on what input device is selected. An
example of the difference the custom editor makes can be seen in figure 3.1.
This concludes the input management part of this thesis, and thereby
also the implementation part. The next chapter will try to answer, whether
it all was actually worth it.

Chapter 6

Evaluation
When the RUIS project originally started, it had some very specific goals,
which are listed in detail in section 3.1. This chapter tries to address, whether
those goals were met. I present not only my personal view on how RUIS ended
up, but also what the students of Aalto University thought, when they used it
for a course assignment. Finally, this chapter describes an interactive demo,
TurboTuscany, we developed to introduce RUIS to the world.

6.1

The Final Toolkit

This section will evaluate how we succeed in meeting the original goals of
RUIS. Section 3.1 listed the requirements. To recapitulate, they were: [31]
1. Developing applications is possible without any knowledge about compilers or linkers
2. Development is possible with a normal PC or laptop
3. Motion trackers can be simulated with a mouse and a keyboard
4. Input devices are abstracted and high-level data is provided
5. 3D selection and manipulation utilities are provided
6. The toolkit is free
7. Applications can be tested without a slow build process
8. Applications can be easily exported to a different computer
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Going through the requirements one by one, some of them can be called
real successes. Requirements 2, 6, and 7 are quite straightforward to consider
fulfilled. Unity3D excels as a development environment and makes iteration
very easy, this means that we can check off numbers 2 and 7 off the list.
Number 6, the toolkit is free, is true, at least for now.
Requirement number 1 is a more complex one to evaluate. During the
development of RUIS we tried to emphasize ease of use, and for example
creating prefabs for all the components. The use of RUIS is therefore, at
least in theory, possible without knowing any code. Note that compilers and
linkers are on a lower level than this. It seems like a valid point, though,
to extend the requirement to also cover knowledge of code, as it makes the
barrier of entry even lower.
Item number 3 is something that we did not spend a lot of time on, as we
tested mostly on the input devices themselves. The next section, 6.2, shows
that this is indeed an issue that students noticed. We do, however, provide
some basic simulation tools, such as a MouseWand to select objects in the
scene.
Input devices are definitely abstracted into for example the wand and
skeleton abstractions, detailed more in chapter 5. We also go further than
this by providing wand-based selection and some simple scripts for object
manipulation while they are selected, as explained in section 5.3.3. These
points seem to cover requirements 4 and 5.
Finally, exporting applications to a different computer is quite easy, because of the way Unity handles packages. The developers have two options
to copy their project. They can export their custom components and scenes
into a Unity package file and copy it into any existing RUIS project, or just
package their whole project structure into an archive file and extract it on
the target machine. As Unity projects have all their data saved inside the
project files, both of these methods work.
All the original requirements are somewhat met. The ways RUIS could
be improved in the future are numerous, though. Firstly, the coupling between input device scripts is quite extensive - adding a new input device into
the list of supported devices is more work than it should be. We should
abstract the input interfacing even further. Secondly, some usability issues
persist. The editors are already quite comprehensive, but perhaps a proper
configuration tool that you could use to configure the entire project at once
would be easier than going through many separate objects. Thirdly, one area
of improvement could be the addition of good methods of creating a virtual
reality enabled user interface. VR applications need a whole new way of
thinking when developing user interfaces - adding some building blocks to
ease the development of UI elements, such as progress visualizers, buttons,
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and the likes would help developers get their applications up and running
faster.
Lastly, one can obviously always add support for more input devices,
newer HMDs, add new cool features, or just fix bugs. RUIS 1.0 was released,
though, just in time for the 2013 virtual reality course. The next section
presents an analysis of the results.

6.2

RUIS on the Aalto University Virtual Reality Course

In the years 2011 to 2014, a virtual reality course was arranged at Aalto
University. The course was centered around an 11 week long project work.
RUIS was used as the main development toolkit on the course. One of the
main goals in porting RUIS from Processing to Unity was for students to be
able to use the toolkit more effectively for their assignment.
Takala [31] analyzes the differences between RUIS for Processing, RUIS
for Unity and other toolkits by asking users to rate the difficulties of developing VR software with the aforementioned toolkits in ten categories. These
categories are based upon the original requirements of RUIS, detailed more
thoroughly in chapter 3.
Compared to RUIS for Processing, Takala finds a statistically significant difference in the category ”The development was difficult because the
3DUI toolkit had a bad programming interface.” The problems with RUIS
for Unity’s programming interface were rated significantly less severe than
the problems with RUIS for Processing.
In addition, RUIS for Unity was also rated statistically significantly better
than other toolkits in the statement ”Lack of proper 3DUI building blocks
made it difficult to develop my 3DUI application.” This is encouraging, as
one of our targets was to create easy-to-use prefabs that developers can just
drag and drop into their application.
Unfortunately RUIS for Unity, and the other toolkits including RUIS for
Processing, were rated quite poorly in many of the other categories. The one
that especially stands out is ”Testing of the application’s 3DUI could not be
carried out properly with just mouse and keyboard, making the development
difficult.” This was to be expected to some degree, as nothing substitutes for
real motion controls and the proper display environment, but some measures
could be taken to ease the testing on home computers.
Firstly, the simulation of motion controlled input devices could be improved a lot. While everything isn’t possible on a mouse, keyboard, or
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gamepad, controller motions could be mapped to buttons and mouse movements in order to better test the application. In the development of RUIS
we did not spend much time on this, as the real environment was so easily
accessible to us. Using Unity, wrapping the motion controls into an interface
would not be a big technical feat, the difficulty would be in deciding on how
to map the movements intuitively.
Secondly, switching between display configurations was not made as easy
as it should have been. For students developing VR software on their home
computers, their main method of testing will be on a single monitor. It would
make sense to create a system with which the developer could easily switch
between a ”home testing” mode and a full-blown ”CAVE testing” mode. The
home testing mode would have the application set up to be quickly testable
on one screen, while the CAVE testing mode would have everything set up
properly from display positions to keystone correction. Perhaps the input
simulation system could also be integrated into this mode system, to make
switching between different input methods easy, too.

(a) Room Planner (2011)

(b) Wheelchair Champion (2014)

Figure 6.1: Examples of course project works (images courtesy of Tuukka
Takala)
Takala [31] also lists some of the best finished works from each year of
the course.1 It is easy to see the difference in graphical presentation between
the Unity and Processing versions. Examples of course works can be seen in
figure 6.1. Using external assets with Unity is, as mentioned earlier, a lot
more straightforward than it is with Processing.
Having been a part of the course as both a student, with RUIS for Processing, and a teaching assistant, with RUIS for Unity, I feel like the difference
in ease-of-use is quite substantial. I would also argue that it was also more
pleasant and inspiring to work as an assistant on the later iterations of the
1

Video of the 2013 course results: http://youtu.be/Ptq9F1nnUaI
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course. The problems students tackled while implementing their application were more involved, instead of just fixing driver issues and getting the
software to run.

6.3

TurboTuscany

For the launch of the RUIS we decided to create a demo using the Oculus Rift
Tuscany demo as a base.2 This way, we can showcase the features of RUIS,
while still creating a demo that is instantly recognizable to most Oculus Rift
owners. The development of TurboTuscany also revealed many things that
we could improve upon and helped us focus our development efforts on the
most important features still missing or unfinished, e.g. head tracking and
Kinect avatar customizability.
The original Oculus Tuscany demo features a scene in Tuscany that the
user can explore by using the Rift and a controller or keyboard. The most
noticeable new feature we add to this demo is a user avatar. The user can
see his own tracked body, or in this case a grandma avatar, when looking
around with the Rift. Using his own body the user can then interact with
the environment in many ways, such as walking, throwing objects and falling
off rooftops. At the time of release, our TurboTuscany demo was the only
Oculus Rift demo featuring thorough Kinect avatar functionality like this.
Movement blending between the default avatar animations and Kinect are
handled by our blending system. The grandma avatar’s legs are animated
via Mecanim when the character is moving and by Kinect when the grandma
is standing still. The rest is completely controlled by Kinect. This results in
more realistic looking walking, since the character does not slide against the
ground.
In addition to the Kinect features mentioned, we add PS Move and Razer
Hydra functionality to provide for example positional head tracking, a feature
Oculus Rift sorely misses to be at its best in virtual reality applications. The
details of the head tracking system itself are covered in section 5.3.4. Both
controllers are also used to interact with objects with the selection methods
outlined in section 5.3.3.
On top of all of this, we added many fun ways to interact with the environment and play with the physics. The user can use his avatar to climb up
ladders with his hands, hit balls with a baseball bat, open window shutters
or just run around the environment throwing furniture around. All of this
adds to a rather comprehensive demonstration of the capabilities of RUIS.
2

Video of the TurboTuscany demo: http://youtu.be/wMEaJWsowfQ

Chapter 7

Conclusions
This thesis has covered common issues faced in the management of input
and display systems, along with some key usability decisions made in order
to provide the developer with proper building blocks to create his own applications. We outlined some of the goals that RUIS had and evaluated our
results in light of these goals.
RUIS as a project was quite successful, as testified by student questionnaires showing improved usability, when compared to RUIS for Unity’s older
brother, RUIS for Processing. RUIS also fulfills its original goals. Implementing RUIS in Unity was definitely a good decision, especially since the
Oculus SDK would not have been available to us in Processing.
To sum up, some of the future work for RUIS could be concentrated on
improving both the code quality by reducing coupling, and the usability by
including better configuration tools. Student questionnaire data also suggests
that more time should be spent on making the necessary tools to simulate
VR input with a mouse and keyboard.
All in all, it has been a very exciting journey to work on RUIS. This
toolkit is definitely something we consider to be on the cutting edge. It
remains to be seen what direction VR takes once the dust settles, and what
part our toolkit will have in shaping the future.
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